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Abstract 

The European research project Res-AGorA aims to develop a governance framework  for Responsible Research and 

Innovation (RRI). This paper presents the analysis behind our approach. While the various existing RRI governance 

arrangements do call for a comprehensive framework, the heterogeneity of R&I does not allow to impose a one-size-

fits-all approach. Instead, to design a governance framework which can be applied effectively, we propose to actively 

build on “RRI in the making”. This is a constructive feature of our approach, enabling anticipatory responses in RRI 

governance. It needs reflection on an overarching level, which is conceptualised as a ‘meta-governance’ approach 

that guides the governance of RRI. 
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1 Introduction 

The European Union has set out for an ambitious goal: to become a genuine innovation union, in 

which “research and innovation are key drivers of competitiveness, jobs, sustainable growth and 

social progress” [SiS 2012]. To this end the Horizon 2020 strategy has been developed: excellent 

science, competitive industry and a better society.
1
 However, with respect to the latter, a number 

of grand challenges have to be addressed in health and wellbeing, food and agriculture, energy 

and resource efficiency, climate action and mobility and secure societies. It is in this context that 

the European Commission has published its call for proposals on developing a normative and 

comprehensive governance framework for responsible research and innovation (RRI). 

Being involved in one of the European research projects which have been granted to develop 

such a framework, we have contributed to the conceptual underpinnings of the project called 

Res-AGorA (Responsible Research and Innovation in a Distributed Anticipatory Governance 

Frame - A Constructive Socio-normative Approach).
2
 The title of the project reflects the 

particular challenges in the governance of RRI, which the intended framework has to address. In 

this paper we will provide an outline of our approach and the analysis behind. First we will 

discuss fundamental tensions in the quest for RRI (section 2), which cannot be resolved by a 

normative framework, but nevertheless can be constructively addressed. Next we will discuss a 

comprehensive overview of current practices in the governance of research and innovation 

(section 3), which already can be seen as ‘RRI in the making’. Section 4 discusses our ‘socio-

normative’ approach by which we seek to build on these initiatives, while acknowledging the 

fundamental tensions. Finally, section 5 summarises the overall rationale. 

With this paper we thus do not present a RRI governance framework itself – that would be the 

end result of the project – but we do aim to contribute to the ‘agora’ dimension of the project: 
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putting up our approach to scrutiny from the outset. We therefore cordially invite readers to share 

comments or participate in the public events of the Res-AGorA project. 

2 Normative and empirical challenges to developing a RRI governance 

framework 

The challenge to devising a governance framework for RRI is not a lack of normative directions. 

The European Commission already provides important features by defining RRI as “a 

transparent, interactive process in which societal actors and innovators become mutually 

responsive to each other with a view on the ethical acceptability, sustainability and societal 

desirability of the innovation process and its marketable products” [SiS 2012]. Von Schomberg 

[2011] links the three dimensions of RRI in this definition to the European institutional and legal 

framework. Summarising his argument this link can be captured as: (1) ethical acceptability as 

requiring compliance to the fundamental values of the EU charter on fundamental rights; (2) 

sustainability for contributing to the EU’s objective of sustainable development; (3) socially 

desirable capturing the relevant and more specific normative anchor points of the Treaty on the 

European Union. Accordingly RRI thus “would not need any new policy guidelines, but simply 

would require a consistent application of the EU’s fundamentals to the research and innovation 

process reflected in Treaty on the European Union.”  

The challenge to a RRI framework is this consistent and well-balanced application. Nobody 

would be against excellent science, competitive industry and a better society. But realising these 

at the same time, while not compromising on sustainability goals and under ethically acceptable 

and social desirable conditions is far from self-evident. In the first place the application of 

normative anchor points will always be contested. Who for example, defines desirable directions, 

on what grounds and based on which processes? Second, the quest for RRI is not starting from 

scratch. As we will elaborate in the next section: there are already numerous instruments and 

arrangements to govern RRI. Think of regulations, (Corporate) Social Responsibility initiatives, 

good governance policies, ethical reviews of research, climate policy, etc… These arrangements 

are influenced by global dynamics and get shaped at international fora. But more importantly, 

these different arrangements and arenas, including their specific rules, principles and dynamics, 

‘constitute’ a de facto governance of RRI (“RRI in the making”), in which the legitimacy and 

effectiveness of any new framework will be contested as well. 

Developing a RRI governance framework thus translates into empirical and normative 

challenges. Empirically, there is the challenge of how to adequately capture the structural aspects 

of RRI governance. Governance of research and innovation (R&I) is not only distributed, but 

also heterogeneous, certainly in Europe but also elsewhere. Roles and responsibilities get shaped 

at different levels and in various actor settings. We thus need a concept of ‘responsibility’ within 

the context of distributed and heterogeneous governance arrangements. This is already reflected 

in the above cited definition of RRI, which puts “actors becoming mutually responsive” centre 

stage. Section 3 therefore continues with a comprehensive analysis of what is going on (actors, 

discourses, practices, across a variety of sectors, technologies, and arenas) in order to determine 

the scope of analysis in investigating how responsiveness is conditioned for different modes of 

‘RRI in the making’ and how capabilities for becoming responsive can be improved. 

Normatively, there is the challenge of polyvalent valuation. What is ‘responsible’ does not only 

depend on its specific context, but can be as well justified from different perspectives (normative 

pluralism) and – as mentioned above – should start from the conceptual assumption that 

normative directions in many cases are contested. Acknowledging the challenge of pluralism and 

contestation we seek to identify spaces and conditions for anticipatory, constructive 

interventions. Instead of downplaying tensions and conflicts our objective in section 4 is to 

outline a research strategy which is capable of developing a framework and mechanisms 



facilitating the horizontal mobilisation of heterogeneous societal actors, stimulating their 

capacity and readiness to engage and to cooperate towards constructive negotiation.  

3 Roots and contexts of current approaches to RRI  

3.1 Established modes of responsibility and accountability 

Historically RRI has a strong emphasis on preventing harm, in particular physical risks. 

Reinforced by accidents, but also by broader developments like the establishment of consumer 

protection physical safety (occupational, consumer, environment) can be regarded as the most 

extensive institutionalised domain of RRI. All over the world regulations apply on the use of 

chemical substances, construction technologies or user manuals. Compliance to these 

regulations, including the work of authorities, notified bodies and standardisation organisations, 

constitute an essential part of today’s business and corporate innovation. Over time 

environmental protection has become increasingly important, gradually extending to the ‘grand 

challenge’ of sustainable innovation.  

Safety and sustainability have become – next to vertical governance mechanisms as regulations 

on thresholds and (environmental) licences – key aspects of the horizontal mechanisms of 

codifying (corporate) social responsibility (CSR). Prime examples are the Responsible Care® 

initiative of the chemical industry
3
, CSR networks like CSR-Europe

4
 and the ISO 26000 

standard on social responsibility
5
. All of these initiatives include extensive reporting and auditing 

schemes in order to assess compliance (‘doing things right’). Part and parcel of these 

prescriptions on responsible behaviour are requirements on transparency and stakeholder 

engagement. Moreover, other issues have been included, like labour rights and fair business 

principles. By now, a number of multinationals (eg. BASF, Bayer, BP, DuPont, L’Oreal, 

Unilever) incorporate explicit statements on responsible innovation at websites and annual 

reports.  

(Corporate) social responsibility initiatives provide an important set of RRI practices. For 

example, the European Commission has issued a new EU strategy for CSR
6
, improving and 

tracking levels of trust in business, launching public debates and initiatives on the role of 

enterprises, sharing CSR good practices and taking a global approach. At the same time CSR 

Europe is responding to the EU Horizon 2020 agenda by a CSR 2020 strategy
7
. In the chemical 

industry the new charter of Responsible Care®, introduced new framings like ‘product 

stewardship’ and extensions to ‘value chain responsibility’. At a more general level CSR 

initiatives and academic work in business and engineering ethics have strongly contributed to the 

articulation of values and principles and their application to research and innovation by various 

codes of conduct. 

3.2 Science practices, STI policy and emerging technologies 

On the policy level two main trends have influenced responsibility distribution and ascription. 

On the one hand the knowledge based aspect (science) of innovation, has been widely taken up 

in science and innovation strategies, thereby inevitably linking relevance to responsibility. On the 

other hand democratic aspirations, influenced by a decreasing trust in authority/expertise and 

technology related accidents and controversies, have pushed the dialogue and engagement aspect 

of RRI. Both developments have been further triggered by social scientists by conceptualising 
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this in terms of (new) modes of modernity (think of Mode-2 knowledge production [Gibbons et 

al. 1993], Risk Society [Beck 1986], Postnormal Science [Funtowicz 1991], etc…). Clear 

examples of its impact on STI policy are the work of the Science in Society group within DG 

Research and Innovation of the European Commission
8
 and the Impact Assessment Tools of the 

EU Sustainable Development Strategy
9
, but also national research programs such as the 

Responsible Innovation program of the Dutch research council NWO.
10

 On the international 

level the Precautionary Principle has gained a lot of attention. Along with above developments 

STI policy has been increasingly rethought in terms of governance rather than government, 

emphasising horizontal relations. This has been reflected in changing practices of risk 

management and Technology Assessment (TA) [Van Est 2012]. In contemporary risk 

governance approaches, like being put forward by the IRGC
11

, the concept of risk is explicitly 

broadened with notions of complexity, uncertainty and ambiguity. Depending on the problem 

characterisation distinctive modes of participatory processes are recommended.  

These changes in governance models and strategies have been closely linked as well as seriously 

challenged by the governance dynamics of what we now call ‘emerging technologies’. In the last 

decades the perceived impact of biotechnology in general and biomedicine in particular gave rise 

to several institutional arrangements developing RRI in these areas. The prime example has been 

the inclusion of research on potential ethical, legal and social issues (ELSI) within the Human 

Genome Project (HGP)
12

, which became a model for many other ELSI programs. In edition 

ethics review for research proposals has flourished (notably within the EU Framework 

Programs) and research ethics committees on local basis, ethics councils on national and 

European levels (notably the “European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies” 

(EGE) being set up (for an overview see Fuchs [2005]). Several FP6 and FP7 projects further 

reflected on the practice and institutionalisation of ethics related to science and technology; e.g. 

EGAIS
13

 (The ethical governance of emerging technologies); EPOCH
14

 (“Ethics in Public 

Policy Making. The Case of Human Enhancement”); INES
15

 (“The Institutionalisation of Ethics 

in Science Policy; practices and impact”).  

Although the institutionalisation of ELSI research later on became increasingly criticised for 

being ‘add-on’ programs without significant impact on R&I practices, they have contributed 

significantly to academic social reflection capacity, which in turn has strengthened official 

advisory committees and impacted regulation. Integrated ethical review on the other hand has 

become standard in many research activities, but faces difficulties in appropriate dealing with 

‘soft impacts’ like cultural change. These examples show that problem characterisation often 

cannot be confined to expert settings. This has been vividly displayed in the debate about GMOs. 

In Europe the GMO controversies also demonstrated that problem characterisation can become 

deeply political (polyvalence, contestation), which in this case has resulted in moral concerns and 

questions of direction played out in categories of safety discourse and regulation.  

Having the GMO controversies fresh in mind, scientists and policymakers were determined to 

“make things right from the beginning” for nanotechnology. This has resulted in integrative 

approaches, sometimes specifically using notions of responsible development or responsible 

innovation and turned nanotechnology governance into new experimental playground. In the US 

the 21
st
 century nanotechnology R&D act

16
 provided constitutional requirements for promoting 
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the responsible development of nanotechnology. Responsible development has been taken up in 

the primary goals of the US National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI)
17

 and later on defined by 

the National Research Council as “the balancing of efforts to maximize the technology’s positive 

contributions and minimize its negative consequences.”
18

 The European Commission framed its 

nanotechnology policy as “safe, integrated and responsible”.
19

 In both the US and EU policies 

the main instruments are safety evaluation of nanomaterials, ELSA studies integrated in 

interdisciplinary settings and public engagement. The same instruments have been implemented 

in a number of national nanotechnology policies.  

At the international level the OECD and ISO function as important coordinating mechanisms. 

The US and EU chief civil servants for nanotechnology initiated an international dialogue on 

responsible development of nanotechnology. Other important initiatives in nanotechnology have 

been the introduction of the UK Responsible Nanocode
20

 and the EU Code of Conduct for 

responsible nanosciences and nanotechnologies research.
21

 In terms of heterogeneity it is 

interesting to note that the differences between both codes can be linked to the different 

communities in which they have been designed. In the UK a business network was involved and 

the principles of the code are familiar to CSR initiatives. The EU code does have a much more 

social science flavour, emphasising social meaning and European policy principles. Specific soft 

regulation initiatives for safety issues are voluntary reporting schemes and the identification of 

best practices, including reference values for exposure limits [Dorbeck-Jung 2011; Van 

Broekhuizen & Dorbeck-Jung 2012]. Finally laboratory engagement projects have been 

conducted in the US
22

, UK [Kjolberg & Wickson 2010] and the Netherlands.
23

  

While all of these initiatives have been widely embraced as important steps towards RRI in 

nanotechnology, most of them have been critically examined as well. National and federal 

governments are still struggling to get safety evaluation of nanomaterials on track. Ethical and 

social issues have been identified, but often hypothetic and linked to other social as well 

technological trends, requiring responses extending beyond nanotechnology related policy. 

Investigations of regulatory practices show that nanospecific soft regulation is facing compliance 

and implementation problems. The voluntary reporting scheme of the United Kingdom’s 

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, has seen underwhelming industry 

participation. The European Commission’s 2008 Nano Code of Conduct has not yet been 

implemented in the member states.
24

 Moreover, the main lesson learned from the GMO debate 

has been influentially voiced as ‘moving public engagement upstream’ [Wilsdon & Willis 2004] 

in order to be able to influence directions. However, public engagement exercises often focus on 

technical questions about risk and scientific uncertainty, impacting the capacity to address 

questions of direction and governance. In the final report ‘Reconfiguring Responsibility’ [Davies 

2009] of the FP6 project DEEPEN these observations resulted in the overall conclusion that if 

‘responsible development’ is to open the debate on nanotechnology it has to be substantially 

rethought. Next to other critical evaluations (especially in the UK) and the political pressure 

exercised by the European Parliament, this indicates that despite all efforts, the success of RRI in 

nanotechnology is at least contested. 
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3.3 New approaches to RRI 

In several ways the mixed opinions about the experiences with RRI in nanotechnology have 

become a stepping stone to new articulations of RRI. For example the European Commission has 

sought to broaden the scope of the code of conduct for nanotechnologies to other technologies 

and along the value chain. This strong interest in developing a systematic approach towards RRI 

is reflected in different publications (see e.g. Owen [2009]; Von Schomberg [2012]). Von 

Schomberg [2011, 2012] lists specific objectives and methods: ethically acceptable, sustainable 

and socially desirable innovation by using assessment methodologies, applying the precautionary 

principle, moving from risk governance to innovation governance, organising collective co-

responsibility, ensuring market accountability (including standardisation, certification and 

accreditation), applying values and principles in the design process, deliberative feedback to 

policy mechanisms and ongoing public debate. Similar objectives and methods (of which very 

listing already indicates the heterogeneity involved) are listed in the MATTER report on RRI 

[Sutcliffe 2011], which summarises the results of recent RRI workshops organised by the 

European Commission.
25

  

Outside the European Commission new approaches to RRI are being developed and discussed as 

well. The UK research council, especially the EPSRC, has extended its responsible innovation 

activities in nanotechnology to synthetic biology, ICT
26

 and geo-engineering.
27

 The EPSRC 

cooperates with the University of Westminster, which set up a Responsible Innovation Initiative 

with the aim to develop a Centre for Responsible Innovation.
28

 In the RCUK definition 

responsible innovation describes the process that helps researchers understand the benefits and 

risks of emerging technologies early on in the innovation process. In the UK geo-engineering 

case this challenge has been elaborated and connected to public policy (the ‘Oxford principles’)
29

 

as input for a parliamentary enquiry.  

These new articulations of RRI are receiving increasing attention in academic debates. Recently 

Owen et al. [2013] have developed their work in into a governance framework highlighting four 

dimensions: anticipatory, reflective, deliberative, responsive. The European Commission has 

been a recent site of new articulations of RRI as well. In 2012 a conference under the Danish 

presidency was organized
30

 and an expert group of the European Commission recently explored 

different routes to proceed in the RRI governance initiatives of the European Commission [EC 

2013]. While all these initiatives contribute to establishing normative directions in RRI 

governance, the very heterogeneity in the de facto governance practices discussed in this section 

and the recurring tensions in the previous section, still do call for a ‘socio-normative approach’ 

capable of addressing these challenges in distributed governance contexts. To this end we will 

discuss our approach in the next section.  

4 Enabling constructive interventions in RRI governance 

In the above section we listed important issues and RRI responses, but we did not attempt to 

provide a comprehensive account of regulation enabling RRI. The overview just shows the 

heterogeneity in governance arrangements, both vertically and horizontally. Safety evaluation for 

example is bound to extensive legislation, but also gets shaped within risk governance networks. 

Sustainability goal setting is differently organised as ethical prescriptions on animal testing or 
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ISO 26000 accreditation. Furthermore, the need for an integrative perspective to research and 

innovation, the central element of polyvalence and contestation, and the different notions of 

responsibility enable us to identify two main challenges: 

First, a comprehensive RRI governance framework should be able to address established and 

codified modes of responsibility and accountability in regulation, (C)SR practises and ethical 

review as well as much more open ended interactive and deliberative policy instruments. This is 

particularly important for engaging with corporate research and innovation, to which issues of 

legitimacy and accountability are important. Efforts of coordination should be aware of the fact 

that CSR and private standards setting “have a lot of different faces”, ranging from an “internally 

oriented collaboration between a limited number of like-minded peers”, “a very inclusive process 

aiming to bring together and influence as large as possible a subset of standards initiatives and 

other stakeholders in a particular industry”, or “a collaboration between frontrunners from a 

variety of different fields” [Derkx 2011]. 

Second and connected to the first, is the sometimes deeply political process of problem framing, 

which puts contestation at the core of the governance framework. The often referred-to ‘balance’ 

between maximising benefits and minimising negative impacts, refers as much to inherent 

tensions, not only between positive and negative consequences, but also to governance tensions, 

such as between control and creativity, different dynamics of knowledge creation and the 

(political) value discourse, or between horizontal coordination and vertical legitimacy. In this 

section we discuss how both challenges translate into two intellectual steps: analyzing de facto 

governance and ‘meta-governance’ as the conceptualization of our ‘socio-normative’ approach. 

4.1 Analysis of de facto governance of research and innovation 

Acknowledging that every new initiative in the governance of RRI will be contested by the ‘real 

world’ of Research & Innovation (R&I) governance, we have put this de facto governance of 

R&I upfront in section 3. The notion of governance is here used as a heuristic, borrowed from 

political science, denoting the de facto dynamic interrelation of involved (mostly organized) 

actors within and between organisations, their resources, interests and power, fora for debate and 

arenas for negotiation between actors, rules of the game, and policy instruments applied 

[Kuhlmann 2001; Benz 2006; Braun 2006]. Patterns of policy governance for R&I are changing, 

new actors may enter the arena, still they develop mostly in an incremental and only rarely 

radical way [Bozeman 2000; Larédo & Mustar 2001; Kuhlmann 2001; Biegelbauer & Borrás 

2003; Edler 2003]. The manifold organizations involved in R&I policymaking have learned to 

play their games in the various arenas for the negotiation; as a result the debated options and the 

decisions taken are often characterized by compromise, if not by institutional inertia.  

Hence, any realistic attempt towards an overarching and ‘consistent application’ of the above 

mentioned EU normative anchor points for RRI has to acknowledge this ‘patchwork’ character 

of the governance of R&I. The notion of ‘heterarchy’ captures both the heterogeneity and the 

horizontal co-existence of varieties of governance arrangements for R&I. Jessop [2002] suggests 

heterarchy as a “reflexive self-organisation of independent actors involved in complex relations 

of reciprocal interdependence, with such self-organisation being based on continuing dialogue 

and resource-sharing to develop mutually beneficial new joint projects and to manage the 

contradictions and dilemmas inevitably involved in such situations”. In case of public 

governance that is based on the European Treaty and national constitutions heterarchy is 

regarded as a mixture of different forms of horizontal and vertical relations in which horizontal 

structures dominate [Teubner 1997; Kooiman 2003].  

4.2 A socio-normative approach towards a governance framework for RRI 

Building on the conceptualisation of ‘de facto heterarchy of governance arrangements for R&I 

we use the concept of ‘meta-governance’ as a key concept in designing an overarching 

framework which is capable of pro-actively mobilising and productively using the heterogeneous 



forces working towards RRI. The notion of meta-governance tries to capture the need to manage 

“the complexity, plurality, and tangled hierarchies found in prevailing modes of co-ordination. It 

is the organisation of the conditions for governance and involves the judicious mixing of market, 

hierarchy, and networks to achieve the best possible outcomes from the viewpoint of those 

engaged in meta-governance” [Jessop 2003]. The notion has been used as a descriptive or 

explanatory term within the literature on the ‘new governance’ to refer to the way in which the 

state’s role in governance and regulation is changing [Parker 2002; 2007]. 

A meta-governance approach is needed to avoid interventions which might appear legitimate in 

its own right, but work ineffectively in heterogeneous settings. That’s why we label the objective 

of a meta-governance approach as enabling constructive interventions. This could, for example, 

allow reducing duplication of codes of conduct, working on code values convergence, 

stimulating rule following (i.e. stimulating that regulatory commitments are taken seriously) and 

providing methods for balancing contested normative concerns.  

5 Outlook 

So far, we discussed a fairly open approach. In the time span of our project we however will 

have to provide directions to the type of constructive interventions we envision. Anticipatory 

governance [Barben 2008] would work as a means to ensure flexibility, adaptability and 

responsiveness of involved actors and regulations. This includes being sensitive to dynamics, for 

example the settling down or opening up of RRI articulations within particular settings. In turn, 

this will require to design both the meta-governance arrangements and the various local arenas in 

ways stimulating active participation of stakeholders. Meanwhile we have a lot of knowledge 

and experience with policy deliberation and participatory governance: there is reason to avoid 

overly optimistic expectations regarding the individual motivation and resources to participate; 

the meta-governance framework should not downplay the existence of actors unwilling or inapt 

to engage in reflection and possible modification of their own position vis-à-vis debated 

understandings of RRI. Finally, meta-regulation [Parker 2007; Morgan 2003] contributes 

constructively by sketching the forms by which regulation (non-legal or soft regulation like 

codes of conduct, benchmarks and technical standards, but also legislation or hard regulation like 

the European Directive on Good Laboratory Practices can be guided to become more effective 

and legitimate. Meta-governance also entails to account for the interconnectedness of 

anticipation, participation and meta-regulation. For example anticipation and participation both 

link to “actors becoming mutually responsive”, which is the key feature in the definition of RRI 

stated in the call text to which ResAGorA responds. However participation does not 

automatically improve anticipation, nor does soft regulation automatically improve effectiveness 

and legitimacy. A meta-governance approach is therefore essentially reflexive. Both horizontal 

and vertical negotiation has to be checked for which basic features of governance arrangements, 

such as syndicalism, anarchy, pluralism and neo-corporatism, they enforce. 
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